
2nd English test- 3rd term 

Text 

Anis: Next Saturday is my birthday. 

Eva: Are you going to have a party? 

Anis: Yes, my friends are going to prepare 

         Something special for me. It’s a surprise. 

        Would you like to come? 

Eva : I ‘d love to , but my mother asked me 

         To clean my room. 

Anis: what a pity! Can’t you clean it on  

Another day? 

Eva: oh, listen! I am not going to wait till  

Saturday . I’m going to clean my room on Wednesday 

 

A/Section One: Reading Comprehension.(7pts)  

 

1-Read the text and write true or false: (3pts) 

1-Anis is going to have a party. …………………… 

2-Eva is going to clean her clothes. ……………………. 

3-Eva is going to clean her room on Thursday. ……………... 

 

1-Read the text and give the correct answer.(2pts) 

1- When does  Anis celebrate  his birthday ? 

……………………………………………………………… 

2- Is Eva going to clean her room on Saturday ? 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

3-a-Pick out from the text the equivalents of:(1pt) 

             -After=…………….                     /      -told =…………….. 

    b-Pick out from the text  the opposites of (1pt) 

             -Hate ≠…………..                   /       -leave≠………………… 

 

B/Mastery of Language: 

1- Complete the dialogue with( which one / which ones / one / ones ) (2pts) 

A: Look at those shoes. 

B: …………………………… ? 

A: the black …………….. 

B: they are nice. What about that bag ? 

A:……………………………….? 

B: the red ………………. On the left. 

 



2- Reorder the following words to get a coherent sentence: (1 pt) 

1- Am / going to  / I / visit / Oran/ . 

3-   Spot the mistake and correct it : (2pts) 

A/   amine are going to take a shower 

……………………………………………………………. 

B/    would you like some tea 

…………………………………………………………………… 

  4-     Classify these words: (2pts)  helps/ reads / eats/ cleans 

/S/ /Z/ /IZ/ 

 

 

 

  

 

C/ Section Two: Written Expression:(6pts)  

Write a short paragraph about your plan visit to the capital city ‘Algiers’ use ‘To be going to’  

with the following cues: 

-take a bus / go to Makam Elchahid / visit the museum /go to the zoo / take photos / eat 

sandwiches  / go to the old city El kassba/ buy souvenirs / return home 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Good Luck  

 

 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………….. 



 

The correction 

A/Section One: Reading Comprehension.(7pts)  

 

1-Read the text and write true or false: (3pts) 

 

Anis is going to have a party..→   true  

Eva is going to clean her clothes..→  false 

Eva is going to clean her room on Thursday.→  false 

 

1-Read the text and give the correct answer.(2pts) 

 Anis  will  celebrate  his birthday Next Saturday 

Eva going to clean her room on Wednesday 

3-a-Pick out from the text the equivalents of:(1pt) 

             -After=    Another day                         /      -told = asked  

    b-Pick out from the text  the opposites of (1pt) 

             -Hate ≠     love                      /       -leave≠ to come 

 

B/Mastery of Language: 

3- Complete the dialogue with( which one / which ones / one / ones ) (2pts) 

A: Look at those shoes. 

B: which ones ? 

A: the black one  

B: they are nice. What about that bag ? 

A:which one ? 

B: the red ones On the left. 

4- Reorder the following words to get a coherent sentence: (1 pt) 

I am going to visit Oran .          

 

3-   Spot the mistake and correct it : (2pts) 

Amine are going to take a shower. 

Would you like some tea? 

  4-     Classify these words: (2pts)  helps/ reads / eats/ cleans 

/S/ /Z/ /IZ/ 
Helps/  

eats 

cleans 

reads  

 



 


